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The 21st century is the era of knowledge economy. For those who need expertise service, finding
the right people to do the right things has always been a problem. For those expertise service
provider, how to locate competitors who owned similar expertise or partners who acquired
complementary knowledge accurately and quickly is of the same importance.
In that case, we proposed 2 research questions: (1) Who is the right expert? (2)How to find
competitors and partners?
The one that acquired knowledge just matches problems is the right expert. Different problem
requires different expertise to solve. Working in same domain, competitors have similar knowledge
structure and they are facing almost the same problems. Thus ,expert knowledge similarity help to
find competitors in a domain. Furthermore ，if one wants to find a partner who has complementary
expertise, expert knowledge similarity measurement makes it much more efficiently.
In a word, the study of expert knowledge similarity measurement is meaningful for expert finding,
expert identification and competitors or partners locating.
Expert knowledge similarity measurement is a relative new domain and related work was few.
Usually, scientists measured similarity of scientific and technical literature to reflect expert’s
similarity, including attribute based way and semantic based way [1, 2]. Qian Pan analyses the
relationship between textual attributes and the attribute barycenter coordinate model, and establish
text attribute barycenter coordinate model to compute the similarity between texts and queries [1].
Some measured expert similarity based on social network. But McDonald pointed out that the SNAbased way may could not satisfy concrete needs of customers [3].What’s more, Boeva comes up with
a method for comparing expert profiles within the context of expert networks by measuring
expertise similarity between experts [4]. Xuan Huang established a new method of generating
expert’s scientific labels using topic model [5].
This article focus on expert knowledge measurement, using edit distance method on knowledgenetwork-based graph. It is an exploration for expert knowledge similarity measurement. Also, it is
a relatively new and creative method to apply graph edit distance on expert knowledge similarity
measurement.
After extracting expertise features “author’s keywords” for experts from the text of papers
published by them, we generate a author-keywords matrix． Then the method constructs expert
knowledge network maps to represent expert knowledge, containing signification and knowledge
structure.
The framework of this study is showed in Figure 1.
Academic papers are rigorous and contain lots of information. These standard documents are

outcomes of experts' major studies. The field “author’s keywords” was composed of words or
phrases. It summarizes the theme of paper and was though concise. We choose expert’s published
paper in web of science and field "author's keywords" to do the following work.
Via Vantage-Point, we generate “keywords” to “keywords” matrix and an “authors” to “keywords”
matrix. Then we import “keywords” to “keywords matrix in Gephi to draw an all-domain knowledge
base map. In the same way, we get expert’s knowledge maps for each author. Furthermore, we use
graph edit distance between expert knowledge network maps to measure expert knowledge
similarity. What’s more, combing all-domain knowledge base map with expert knowledge network
map, we can draw an expert knowledge network map for a domain.
In order to measure the similarity of expert knowledge, we creatively propose graph edit distance
to calculate the value of similarity between expert knowledge network map. In order to compute the
graph edit distance dλmin (g1, g2) often A*-based search techniques using some heuristics are
employed. A* is a best-first search algorithm which is complete and admissible, i.e. it always finds
a solution if there is one and it never overestimates the cost of reaching the goal[14].
The key and difficult point was how to define cost function. We take node-similarity and nodeweight into account. Firstly, this article measured similarity among 24257 keywords, based on
keywords co-occurrence matrix. Then a list recorded the standard similarity of every two keywords
was acquired. In that case, the cost of node substitution for every two node was clear.
Next, for every expert knowledge network map, different keywords (nodes) were given different
weights according to their frequency in this expert’s records. So in expert knowledge network map,
every nodes also had weights. So the real cost should multiply node-weight.
The following work was recode A*-based search methods to apply on expert knowledge network
map.
We chose “big-data” domain to do case study. Import data in Vantage-point, after data cleaning,
we get 24257 keywords. Figure 2 shows an example of expert knowledge network map.
Finally ,we get an excel of experts knowledge similarity matrix in big data domain. For every
expert, we can find several similar experts who share knowledge. Also, here we get an big data
domain expert knowledge distribution map. It shows critical and basic knowledge in big-data
domain, such as “parallel computing”. And graph edit distance method is proved an efficient way
on expert knowledge similarity measuring

Figure 1 Expert knowledge measurement study frame diagram

Figure 2 An example for expert knowledge map
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